




CureMD has transformed my practice completely by automating chemotherapy

management, reducing the risk of lost charges by automatic charge capture,

and managing inventory through its Drug Forecasting module.  With lower

reimbursement rates every year, CureMD has helped me bill correctly and increase

my annual collections by 20%.  Overall, the EHR is user friendly and I would

recommend it to all Community Oncology Practices.

Dr. Shazia Zafar
South West Florida Cancer Care
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We have been using CureMD for the past few years and it has improved our productivity

greatly.  It’s easy to learn for new employees.  We love the function of the EHR where we

can send patient reminders without requiring personnel involvement.  We also use the

built-in tasks management in the EHR which helps us manage patient care in a timely

manner.  We also like the powerful �nancial reporting to help us keep track of our A/R

and collections. The oncology module is fantastic. We like the pre-built regimens as well

as the ability to enter our own regimens in the oncology module.  The charge capture is

also great and makes it easy for our billing department to send out claims quickly.

Ann Ke
Practice Manager
Cancer and Blood Specialty Clinic
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